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lead. Renanism thus became the inspiration ^of numerous
blind leaders of the blind. Liberals in name with no under-
standing of the meaning of liberty for any but themselves,
refusing to others, on the ground of their lack of " culture,"
not only a political power, for which they were at least as fit
as their critics, but even that very access to the education that
might have removed the excuse of unfitness. It is difficult to
imagine Renan acknowledging most of his professing disciples.
However interesting it may be, therefore, to see a mind of
Renan's calibre ranging round the political problems of his
day, it is impossible to class him among those political thinkers
of really creative influence. Be it only remembered that, in so
far as all political progress demands as a condition the free-
ing of the human mind, Renan must ultimately be classed
with those who have made mankind go forward, however
critical he may have been at times of some of his travelling
companions. If in the last resort Renan stands for anything
in political thought, it is in his insistence that all values are
ultimately personal. He may have taken too narrow a view of
those individuals who mattered so much to human progress,
forgotten that no one has a right to exclude anyone from the
category, but he fastened upon an essential truth when he
denied the right to sacrifice any individual to an alleged
metaphysical, religious or political principle, when he insisted on
man always being looked upon as an end in himself, never as
a means, and protested against any system that would impinge
upon the variety and richness of individual life.1
3.  HIPPOLYTE TAINE 2
To describe Taine as the twin influence, as it were, to that
of Renan is not to say their influences were identical, even
1	" The extraordinary variety of man strikes me," he wrote in his CaMers
dejeune$se\ " Homer, a mediaeval knight, a modern poet, Augustine, a nun,
Christ, Voltaire, a rag-picker, a peasant, a Buddhist priest, an Indian fakir,
a Japanese noble, Saint Teresa, a banker, a bourgeois, a politician, Job,
Mahomet, myself."	.
2	Hippolyte Taine (1828-1893): professor at the ficole des Beaux Arts.
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